Phase 4 Restrictions
—What it means in Northcliffe
As of the 27th of June WA entered into what is known as Phase 4 restrictions of the WA coronavirus
roadmap. We have moved from the heavily restricted Phase 1 and are moving towards Phase 6 and
eventually, maybe, some borders reopening. In the mean time WA accommodation providers are reporting
being booked out for the school holidays, as WA holidays locally.
Most public venues are now back to normal but the 2 square metre social distancing rule outside your family unit still applies wherever you go in any public space. The following places were closed but have now
reopened. Sporting clubs are reopening too if they have their Covid safety plans completed.
Northcliffe Hotel now open:

Hollowbutt Café now open:

Workers Club and Linda’s Dinners:

Wed:

Wed to Sat: 9 ‘till 2

7 days a week from 5 ‘till closing.

Thurs to Sun: 11:30 till closing

No need to sign in.

Food every day.

No need to sign in.

Sanitizer provided and use
encouraged.

You can drink without having to buy a
meal (members and guests welcome)

3 ‘till closing

You can drink without having
to buy a meal.
Hand Sanitizer provided and
use encouraged.

Northcliffe CRC remained open throughout Covid. Information about
other Northcliffe groups is available in our Karri Pigeon calendar.

Travel is now permitted throughout WA, except for entry into remote Aboriginal communities. Travel
exemptions are still required to enter WA. Visit wa.gov.au online for more detailed information.
Depending on infection rates locally, Phase 5 is planned to be introduced on Saturday, 18 July and will
result in the removal of the 2 square metre rule. The swimming pool will reopen but due to social distancing rules there will be no water in lanes 1, 3 and 5.

Scamalot Castle - Covid financial scams
Unfortunately there is no respite from people who
want to trick you out of your money or steal from
you in some way. Email, website or a phone message are the easiest ways to do it. Some of the current scams request you click on a link and provide
your bank details for a either a tax refund or to give
you a Jobkeeper payment. The real ATO will never
request your bank details this way.
If someone phones you claiming to be from the ATO
how do you know they are not scammers? Hang up
and phone ATO yourself on 1800 008 540.

The easiest way to defeat these scammers is be
sceptical - don’t assume the content of a message or
phone call is accurate. Consider adopting some
new strategies:
 Search for and verify any relevant information
yourself by visiting ato.gov.au
 When providing personal information or financial details to the tax office do so by accessing the
tax office via a mygov account at my.gov.au
 Alternatively, phone the ATO yourself on
1800 008 540


